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eBomb

enz® Camera – the camera nozzle with integrated data management

The enz® Camera Nozzle adds a new dimension to the enz® nozzle product range! The modular design allows universal use with all
nozzle types, such as the eBomb or the eBulldog, and thus guarantees streak-free all-around cleaning in every application!

The HD-ready resolution and 12 high-power LEDs deliver high-resolution video footage for quality control, documentation, and
preliminary inspection. Data management is fully integrated into the system through the WiFi interface and connection to the enz®
Cloud. All your manholes and channels are automatically mapped on Google Maps with the videos. The enz® Camera Nozzle, which is
simple, fast, and robust, increases productivity without any negative impact on the cleaning performance or quality.
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eBomb

eBomb 1" - 1 1/4"

40.150iB 1" 6 - 16 40 10 x M10 10.4 x 3.7 14.9 ok 3,600

40.150iC 1 1/4" 6 - 16 40 10 x M10 10.4 x 3.7 14.9 ok 3,600

eBomb 1" - 1 1/4" with skid

40.250iB 1" 10 - 16 40 10 x M10 10.4 x 6.8 20 ok 3,600

40.250iC 1 1/4" 10 -16 40 10 x M10 10.4 x 6.8 20 ok 3,600

Accessory and wearing parts eBomb

40.2504i Skid guidance for eBomb
250

6.6
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eBulldog

enz® Camera – the camera nozzle with integrated data management

The enz® Camera Nozzle adds a new dimension to the enz® nozzle product range! The modular design allows universal use with all
nozzle types, such as the eBomb or the eBulldog, and thus guarantees streak-free all-around cleaning in every application!

The HD-ready resolution and 12 high-power LEDs deliver high-resolution video footage for quality control, documentation, and
preliminary inspection. Data management is fully integrated into the system through the WiFi interface and connection to the enz®
Cloud. All your manholes and channels are automatically mapped on Google Maps with the videos. The enz® Camera Nozzle, which is
simple, fast, and robust, increases productivity without any negative impact on the cleaning performance or quality.
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eBulldog

eBulldog 1"

402.200iB 1" 7 - 23 53 6 x M10 9 x M8 12.8 x
6.3 x 5.1

12.9 ok 2,900

Accessory and wearing parts eBulldog

100.2004i 5.1 x 11.8 6.8

402.060iB 1" 53 6 x M10 9 x M8 5.8 x 2.3 4.63 ok 2,900
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Camera pull nozzle

The new camera pull nozzle from enz is compatible with most cameras on the market. They convince by a very high cleaning traction. The
enz camera pull nozzle can also easily navigate pipe bends, is wear resistant and easy to use. The application range is
3" - 8".
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Camera pull nozzle

Camera pull nozzle 3/8" NPT

32.038N 3/8"NPT 3 - 8 11 4 x M4 2.2 x 1.5 x 1.5 0.7 ok 5000
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Camera Nozzle Accessories

enz® Camera – the camera nozzle with integrated data management

The enz® Camera Nozzle adds a new dimension to the enz® nozzle product range! The modular design allows universal use with all
nozzle types, such as the eBomb or the eBulldog, and thus guarantees streak-free all-around cleaning in every application!

The HD-ready resolution and 12 high-power LEDs deliver high-resolution video footage for quality control, documentation, and
preliminary inspection. Data management is fully integrated into the system through the WiFi interface and connection to the enz®
Cloud. All your manholes and channels are automatically mapped on Google Maps with the videos. The enz® Camera Nozzle, which is
simple, fast, and robust, increases productivity without any negative impact on the cleaning performance or quality.
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Camera Nozzle Accessories

Camera Nozzle Accessories

09.210080N Case for camera 15.4 x 12.2 x 5.8 3.94

C290 Lens cleaner 1.6 x 5.7 0.33

C291 Lens polish 1.6 x 5.7 0.33

210.080 Enz® Camera 3 x 6.4 1.74

210.0801 Enz® Magnet 1.0 x 2.2 0.075

291.0801 Enz® Charging station 5.9 x 5.9 x 3.2 0.564
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